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“Doing More with Less” within Planetary Boundaries

Vision: Sustainable Future

Growing number of actors of change:
- green businesses
- cities
- civil society
- science
- IGOs (UN etc.)

New values and norms

2050: Sustainability transformation

2030: Achievement of SDGs

Legitimacy of BAU eroding
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The World in 2050 (TWI2050)

“Doing More with Less” within Planetary Boundaries

Vision: Sustainable Future

→ New values and norms

→ 2050: Sustainability transformation

→ 2030: Achievement of SDGs
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Disruptive Change

Easter Parade on Fifth Avenue, New York, 13 years apart

1900: where’s the car? 1913: where’s the horse?

How to achieve global development within a safe and just operating space

“Safe space” of interaction among SDGs: sustainability narratives and integrated models e.g. SSP1, GEA, DDPP

Multiple-benefits and tradeoffs of transformation toward sustainable futures
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